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Crazy Car Project and Crown Motors Join Hands to Create Spectacular Results 

Toyota 86 Matches Its Strong Rivals at the Macau Grand Prix 

 

Sharing the same focus and passion towards cars, Crown Motors has been cooperating seamlessly 

with Toyota over the years. Hence, this pair of close business partners have given full support to 

“Crazy Car Project by Toyota Automobile Club” to take part in Macau Grand Prix. Appointed by Crazy 

Car Project team, racer Mr. Masatoshi Kubo drove the highly acclaimed coupe Toyota 86 to compete 

in the 59th Macau Grand Prix Road Sport Challenge, and completed the race with performance 

comparable to his rivals of much stronger horse-power.  

 

The event gathered an array of strong teams and many of the cars competing in this tournament 

were equipped with engines of over 500PS horse power. While the team could equip Toyota 86 with 

a more powerful engine, they merely upgraded the engine from 200 PS to 220 PS and put the focus 

on reducing the weight of the car, with an aim of competing with the true strength of Toyota 86. To 

further reduce the weight, the driver Mr. Kubo reduced his own weight by 10 lbs in just a month. At 

the end, Crazy Car Project not only got qualified for the finals among 34 participants of greater horse 

power, but also finished with a spectacular result of the 20th place among 31 participants. Such a 

result is credited to its curve-negotiating ability inherited from AE86 that helped recover a lot of time 

in the race.  

 

Crazy Car Project achieved this enviable result in its first participation in this international event, it 

goes without saying that a lot of hard work was behind the scene. Each member had his own 

full-time job, and could only practice and carry out modifications in their spare time. At first, very few 

people believed that they could complete the modifications within such a tight schedule, let alone 

take part in the competition. However, they firmly believed that as long as they have the passion 

about cars and are determined to forge ahead, all challenges could be overcome. What was more, 

Crazy Car Project did not select their car merely according to horse power. That was why they chose 

Toyota 86, which inherited the classical charisma of the Toyota AE86, with an aim to extend the 



 

 

glorious history of Toyota AE86 in this classic race. It is now proven that our passion and focus 

towards car can make anything impossible possible.  

 

Apart from the hard work of the team, the success of the Crazy Car Project is also attributable to the 

support of the sponsors. Crown Motors would like to take this opportunity to thank its five major 

business partners for their generous sponsorship and immaculate support. They are Royal & Sun 

Alliance Insurance plc, JMB Formula Company Limited, Shell Hong Kong Limited, Wing Hang Bank, 

Limited & Banco Weng Hang, S.A., and Ricoh Hong Kong Limited.  

 

The “Crazy Car Project by Toyota Automobile Club” which set up in 2011 was founded and led by Mr. 

Naohiko Saito of Toyota Motor Corporation. The Club aims to gather car-loving colleagues who 

share the same passion in modifying different types of Toyota models to take part in races – 

exemplifying the spirit of “Driving Fun” advocated by Toyota. This was the team’s first race outside 

Japan. Although most of the team members are very young, they possess highly professional 

techniques and knowledge about cars. Amongst all, the 31-year-old driver Mr. Kubo is already an 

experienced racer who possesses 10 years of experience in various racing events. 

 

The Crazy Car Project will again use this Toyota 86 to take part in the annual “Toyota Gazoo Racing 

Festival” on the renowned Fuji Speedway. Crown Motors wishes the Crazy Car Project all the best in 

realizing their “Crazy Car Racing Dream” in future! 
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The team was excited for their first race in Macau Grand Prix.  

 

 
Racer Mr. Masatoshi Kubo and his Toyota 86 were going to compete in the Macau Grand Prix Road 

Sport Challenge.  



 

 

 

 
Racer Mr. Masatoshi Kubo fully utilized the curve-negotiating ability of Toyota 86 to matches its 

strong rivals at the Macau Grand Prix. 


